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Cruz, Martín de la, et al. *The Badianus Manuscript (codex Barberini, Latin 241) Vatican Library: an Aztec Herbal of 1552*. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1940.
Color illustrations
{Scan p. 254-55; open to p. 134-135}
WZ 290 C957B 1940 – Archives Room

B/W illustrations
WZ 290 C957A 2000 – Circulating

Culpeper, Nicholas. *Culpeper's complete herbal and English physician: wherin several hundred herbs with a display of their medicinal and occult properties, are physically applied to the cure of all disorders incident to mankind: to which are added, rules for compounding medicines: and upwards of fifty choice receipts, selected from the author's last legacies: forming a complete family dispensatory and system of physic*. Leicester, UK: Magna, 1992.
Color plates
Important in England and North America
QV 766 C968c 1992 - Circulating

Karen Corbett Collection (CD 01.103), The Country Doctor Museum, at The William E. Laupus Health Sciences Library, East Carolina University, Greenville, North Carolina, USA.
Direct marketing almanac and mail-order herbal catalog, 1933-1934 [Box 1 Folder 1]
https://digital.lib.ecu.edu/special/ead/findingaids/CD01-103

*Culpeper’s complete herbal and English physician* (starting on p. 205) includes medical recipes as well as desserts (including p. 393-432).
{put a scan of p. 394-397 next to it [possibly highlighting the medical problems] OR open to page 394/5}
TX 705 M377 1981 Circulating

Millspaugh, Charles Frederick. *American medicinal plants: an illustrated and descriptive guide to the American plants used as homœopathic remedies: their history, preparation, chemistry and physiological effects*. New York: Boericke & Tafel, 1887. 2 volumes.
Note: Emphasis on the plant drawings and on the plants’ action rather than on recipes.
{Vol. 1, open to p. 26-2/27; Vol. 2, open to plate 138 with caption from p. 138}
QV M657a 1887 Archives Room
Descriptions of plants and their uses (not recipes)
{open to p. 35-2/35-3 with a caption from p. 35; }
QV 13 M694n 1988 – History Reference

Monroe, John. *The American botanist, and family physician: in which the medical virtues of the mineral, animal and vegetable productions of North America are exhibited; together with their uses in the practice of physic and surgery*. Wheelock, Vt.: Morrison, 1824.
{open to p. 76/7}
WBA M753a 1824

(Reprint of 1849.)
{scan of title page; scan p. 64-65 OR open to it}
WB 100 S611P 2010 Circulating

{Open to p. 134-135}
QV T243a 1843

Willie Jordan Batts Papers (CD 01.03), The Country Doctor Museum, at The William E. Laupus Health Sciences Library, East Carolina University, Greenville, North Carolina, USA.
Receipt book online
https://digital.lib.ecu.edu/39764#?c=0&m=0&s=0&cv=0&xywh=-97%2C-40%2C4278%2C3456
Typed Transcription of Receipt Book, 1879, undated [Box 1 Folder 2]
https://digital.lib.ecu.edu/special/ead/findingaids/CD01-03